How to make a numeral roll

A numeral roll shows the numerals in order with each numeral in a box. The numeral roll shown here uses color coding to emphasize the family decade. Specifically, the numerals 0-9 are in white, 10-19 are in yellow, 20-29 are in white, 30-39 are in yellow and so on.

The numeral roll picture here starts at 0 and ends at 107. A numeral roll may include whatever number range you desire.

To make a 2 color numeral with numerals 0 to 107, print two copies of the attached master, 1 on white and 1 on an different color such as yellow. The master is similar to a 100 chart, where the first row is 0-9, the second is 10-19 and so on. This allows for the color coding of the decade families.
Start by cutting the strip away on the right hand side.

Tape the back with masking tape so that the back is fully covered by at least two thicknesses of tape. The tape should overhang the cut edge by at least two inches. The beginning of this process is shown here.

Trim the edge of the tape overhang leaving at least 2 inches of tape.
Then trim the other three edges of the grid.

Cut apart strips, leaving a tab of tape at the end of each. Then assemble strips so that the white 0-9 strip is connected to the yellow 10-19 strip which is then connected to the white 20-29 strip and so on. A second numeral roll can be made by starting with the yellow 0-9 strip.

Here is an example of a numeral roll that is partially filled. To make a partially filled roll, start with a grid that has only a few of the numbers filled in. The roll is made in the same way. A one color roll can be made using a single printout of the master. Simply use all of the strips from the same paper to make the roll. You may also make your own customized partially filled numeral roll. Start with the completely blank board. Write in whichever numerals you would like to include.
**Numeral Roll**

Cut on double line (on right). Use masking tape to cover back of paper so that all squares are covered and tape runs over the cut edge 2–3 inches. Cut on dark lines and trim tape overhang leaving approximately 2 inches. Cut rows to create strips. Connect strips to create numeral roll. Wrap scotch tape around connection points. To create a 2 color roll, print 2 copies, each on a different colored paper.

Assemble two 2-color numeral rolls by using alternating strips from each color.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>26</th>
<th>34</th>
<th>52</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>73</th>
<th>81</th>
<th>93</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Write in the squares your desired numerals. For example, include only the decade numbers or 1-2 numeral per decade. Cut on double line (on right). Use masking tape to cover back of paper so that all squares are covered and tape runs over the cut edge 2-3 inches. Cut on dark lines and trim tape overhang leaving approximately 2 inches. Cut rows to create strips. Connect strips to create numeral roll. Wrap scotch tape around connection points. To create a 2 color roll, print 2 copies, each on a different colored paper. Assemble two 2-color numeral rolls by using alternating strips from each color.